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THE USE OF THE CONTRACTION MAPPING THEOREM WITH
DERIVATIVES IN A BANACH SPACE*

By J. M. HOLTZMAN, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated
Whippany, New Jersey

I. Introduction. In order to use the contraction mapping fixed point theorem it
is necessary to find a set mapped into itself such that the mapping is a contraction on
that set. Because of the difficulty in finding the appropriate set mapped into itself,
the contraction map theorem has been used mostly in cases where the mapping is a
global contraction. Since this can impose severe restrictions, some authors have used
the idea of simultaneously trying to determine a set mapped into itself and a contraction
constant for that set. We present here a convenient formalization of this idea using
derivatives in a Banach space. An application given in the present paper is to the ex-
istence of a subharmonic solution to a differential equation.

II. The contraction mapping theorem. The following is proven in [1, p. 661].
If X is a Banach space and P maps a convex closed subset & of X into itself and if P

has a derivative at every point of fi, then

sup ||P'(z)|| = a < 1 (II-l)
isa

implies that P is a contraction on ft (and thus there is a unique fixed point of P in ft).
The following simple theorem is a help in applying the above result.
Theorem. Let B be a Banach space. F maps B into itself and x0 £ B. It is assumed

that

(i) F has a derivative at all x £ B.
(ii) There is a nondecreasing function g such that if x £ B, then

Il*"(a0|| < g(\\x - *o||).
(iii) There is an a £ [0, 1) such that

g(k/{ 1 — a)) < a

where

k > ||F(x0) — x0|].

Then there is a unique x* £ £2 such that

x* = F(x*)

where

ft = {x: x £ B, ||x — So|| < /c/(l — a)}.

Proof. It is easily shown that ||F'(x)|| < a for all x £ ft and that F maps 0 into
itself. Thus, using the above quoted result from [1], there is a unique fixed point in ft.

* Received September 1, 1967; revised manuscript received November 3, 1967.
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Remarks, (i) See [1] for further discussion of fixed point theorems and differentia-
tion in Banach spaces.

(ii) This result is less general than the version of the contraction mapping theorem
given, e.g., on pp. 28, 29 of [2], but it seems simpler to apply when applicable. It is oftea
a simple matter to find an appropriate function g.

(iii) It may sometimes be useful to obtain a bound on the first derivative by using
the second Frechet derivative. The appropriate condition is

fc2 + fc3fci/( 1 — a) < a, a £ [0, 1)

with \\F(x0) — x0|| < A:, , \\F'(x0)\\ < k2 and

||F"(aO|| < h , j£!i.
III. The existence of a subharmonic solution to Duffing's equation. Our modifi-

cation of the contraction mapping theorem is admittedly very simple. However, be-
cause of its simplicity, it seems to be useful in obtaining quick answers to some interesting
problems. As an illustration, we shall consider the existence of a subharmonic solu-
tion to a differential equation. We get an explicit bound on the difference between an
approximate and the exact solution.

Harmonic balance has indicated and experiment has verified the existence of a §
subharmonic solution to Duffing's equation

ij + ay + by3 = / cos 3cd (a, b, j > 0). (M-l)

It may be shown that under certain conditions (which are given on pp. 103-107 of
[3]) that

y(t) = Ai cos cot + A3 cos 3a>t (III-2)

satisfies Equation (III-l) if harmonics above the third are neglected.
For our analysis, we shall work in the Banach space of real-valued 2-vectors con-

tinuous on [0, T] with norm

||a;|| = max max (III-3)
t-1,2 i G [0 , 7"]

Letting xx = y, x2 — xy , it is easily shown (see [4, p. 237]) that a continuous periodic
solution of period T = 2tt/co to Equation (III-l) satisfies1

x(t) = f G(t, s)
Jo

0

./ cos 3ois — bx^s)
ds, t G [0, T] (II1-4)

where

G{t, s) =
2 sin

sin Vo (| - t + s) cos \/a — t + s

\/a cos s/a - t + sj sin -^/a - t + s

0 < s < t < T,
  (IH-5)

JIt is assumed that i) + ay — 0 has no non-trivial periodic solution of period T. (Also, note that
it is not actually necessary to convert to a vector integral equation.)
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(VaT\m{-^)2 sin

-sin Va (2 + t - s) * cos Va (| + t - s)

- \/a cos y/a + t - s) _sin \/a (I7 + t2

0 < t < s <T.

The integral on the right-hand side of (III-4) defines an operation y = LN(x) where
L is defined by the linear integral operation. We are thus interested in fixed points of
LN(x). The method of harmonic balance as used in [3] finds an approximate solution
x0 satisfying

x0 = lN(x0) (III-6)

where L is defined as follows:

LN(x)(t) ~|+ t (a, cos k-~t+ bksmk^t) , (III-7)

LN(x)(t) = X) a* c°s k ~ t + bt sin k ~ <• (111-8)
k-1.3 J- *■

Given an x„ satisfying (III-6), we wish to determine if there is an x* satisfying

x* = LN(x*) (III-9)

and if there is, how are x0 and x* related? To apply our modification of the contraction
mapping theorem, the Fr6chet derivative operation z = (LN)'(xa)xk = LN'(xa)xb is
first obtained:

2(0 = f Git, s)
Jo

ds. (111-10)0

.—3 bx2al(s)xbl(s).

It is then easily shown that our modification of the contraction mapping theorem leads
to seeking an a £ [0, 1) satisfying

36ct(m,| + U,| + |AM, + a,a;|_+ i \A,Al\ + 1 \A-MJ £ ^ (nwI),

where

C = max {1, 1/y/a\l2 |sin (\/a T/2)\. (111-12)

The established existence of the fixed point near the approximation does not yet
prove the existence of a subharmonic. However, this can be done as follows. Let A*
be the coefficient of the cos ut term in the Fourier series of z*(0 (which equals the sum
of its Fourier series). If, max, |z*(0 — zOi(0| < M, then it easily follows that |A* — At\ <
(4/t)M. Thus, (4/7r)M < A! implies that A* 9^ 0.

Let us consider the following numerical case (taken from [5, p. 65]):

a = 2, b = 0.05, / = 2,

Ax = 1.0, A3 = -0.122, co = 4.28 (T = 1.47).
! The g function ia 3bCT (max( |ioi(OI + \\x — Xoll)1.
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For this case, C = 0.58 and it is found that a = 0.17 satisfies (III-ll) and further that

\\x* - Xo|| < 0.0039/(1 - 0.17) = 0.0047 (111-13)

max |x*(t) - x0i(t) | < 0.0047 (111-14)
t

Conclusion. Problems of the type of Section III are discussed further in [6],
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